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ABSTRACT

Recorders conforming to IRIG Standards have served the data recording community
well for many years. Initially, most systems were analog in nature, recording data in
either direct or FM modes but as the need for digital recording developed, the IRIG
recorder was successfully adapted for this purpose by the addition of formatting and
coding sub-systems to form the High Density Digital Recorder (HDDR). Today, user
requirements for higher speed, higher capacity and more convenient systems have
presented equipment designers with new challenges in terms of the correct choice of
technology and system architecture.

It is not surprising that system designers should turn for inspiration first to the very
high speed transverse and helical products which had been developed for the
broadcast industry since these technologies possess many of the attributes necessary
for a high rate digital data recorder. It is unfortunate that it has now become a truism
that the only logical progression from the longitudinal IRIG system is by means of
rotary technology.

Recent developments in a technology known as micro-track recording now call this
assumption into question. Recording systems based on micro-track technology are
available and others are in an advanced state of development, and these offer a cost-
effective, attractive and low risk alternative to rotary systems for both high rate data
capture and tape mass storage applications.

KEY WORDS:  Data Recording, Helical, Transverse, Micro-track, Mass Tape
Storage.



INTRODUCTION

When the data recording user community turned from analog to digital recording
techniques, manufacturers met these needs by adapting their conventional longitudinal
recorders to the digital recording role by the addition of high rate formatting and
coding sub-systems while retaining the widely accepted IRIG 14, 28 and 42 track
recording formats. Systems of this type are in general use in many applications where
high rate, high capacity data capture is a requirement. These environments include
Remote Sensing, Anti-Submarine, Telemetry and Signal and Electronic Intelligence
Gathering. While the short-comings of this approach were recognised, systems of this
type were, for many years, the only practical solution available.

Today’s applications require the capture, storage and management of ever larger
amounts of data and the point has been reached where the need for a radically new
approach is overwhelming. The principle driving forces behind these demands are:

* Ever-increasing quantities of data emanating from the sensing platform or
data source.

* The increasing power and speed of the data processing system.

* The need to provide the ‘product’ of the process quickly.

* The need to maintain extremely large databases in computer-accessible form.

* The requirement to be able to transfer very large files rapidly to and from the
database.

Today’s system designer or integrator is faced with a bewildering array of possible
solutions, each with its advantages, disadvantages, costs and technical risks. This
paper discusses the options available to the designer of very high rate, high capacity
data capture and storage systems and introduces a new, low risk and cost-effective
solution.

HIGH DENSITY DIGITAL RECORDERS (HDDR’s)

Since this class of system is currently the most widely available and understood
method of recording, it provides a useful starting point for comparison purposes.
Typical systems have the following characteristics:



* Twenty-eight parallel recording tracks (1 inch tape).

* Data rates up to 150 Mbps.

* 100 Gbit capacity per 15 inch reel.

* Bi-directional record/reproduce.

* Open-reel tape transport.

* Continuous (streaming) record/reproduce.

* Rudimentary computer control (RS-232, IEEE-488 etc).

These systems have served the user well in many applications, but their limitations are
obvious. The low track density (28 tracks/inch), coupled with an in-track packing
density of around 35-40 kbpi results in a relatively inefficient use of the available
storage area of the tape - typically 1 Mbit/in . While a reel of tape represents a more2

efficient volumetric storage method than a cassette containing the same type of
medium, the latter in now preferred by many users on grounds of ease of both manual
and automated handling. The continuous (generally high speed) tape movement, while
appropriate for many high rate data capture applications, does not lend itself readily to
the needs of either burst-mode data capture or computer-based fast start/stop
environments. Allied to this last point is the question of computer control. At best, the
typical HDDR is able to respond only to such basic commands (Start, Stop, Change
Speed, Change Direction etc) as may be received via its RS-232 or IEEE-488 control
bus. This often represents a major problem for the system integrator who is forced to
design procedures which are able to take account of the needs of the processing
activity and turn them into commands for the HDDR, often involving relatively long
waiting times while the HDDR slows to a stop, backs up, restarts etc. Clearly, there
has to be a better way.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

We have confined our discussion to the needs of the high rate, high capacity
application, thereby conveniently eliminating the wide range of lower speed, lower
capacity technologies available today. In defense of such a cavalier action it is
important to recognise that half-inch cartridges, 8mm, DAT, VHS and magnetic or
optical disks each have their places in the data storage hierarchy, but few, if any,
currently satisfy the needs of the applications addressed by this particular paper.



There was once a time when it was possible to divide the total magnetic tape
recording market into a number of fairly water-tight compartments:

* Audio (domestic and studio).

* Video (domestic and broadcast).

* Computer.

* Instrumentation.

The technology and products of each were driven by, and funded from, the needs and
economics of that particular community. In the case of the Instrumentation market, it
is probably true to say that all significant advances resulted from the needs of new
intelligence, ASW or aerospace applications. Because of their strategic importance,
such programs could support the necessary developments. In today’s climate of
financial constraint, such a parochial approach is no longer possible and even the
largest and best-financed users must seek solutions and assistance wherever they can.
This has had a number of interesting effects on the whole recording landscape. Today,
we find both audio and video products being adapted for the computer market (DAT,
8mm, VHS etc), and broadcast video products forming the basis of advanced data
recording developments. It is likely that this trend will continue to the point where
some inter-application boundaries may eventually become indiscernible. Recently,
there has been considerable exposure to the attempts by manufacturers to adapt rotary
recording systems designed originally for video applications to the needs of the data
recording user.

ROTARY TECHNOLOGY

In the context of this paper, three sub-sets of rotary recording are relevant. Their
characteristics, advantages and disadvantages have been discussed at length in recent
years both in this forum and elsewhere and it is sufficient to give only a brief
overview at this point. All the versions discussed share two perceived advantages over
the IRIG-based longitudinal recorders mentioned earlier in that a scanning head is able
to write tracks which are both narrower and closer together than is the case with the
IRIG format and they all use some form of cassette rather than an open reel.

Transverse recording, as typified by the Ampex DCRSi was the first major
breakthrough to reach the data recording market and this approach has achieved wide
acceptance in recent years. The axis of the rotating scanner is parallel to the plane of
the tape so that the heads write at approximately 90º to the edge of the tape (hence,



transverse recording). The main technical claims for this approach are that the
head/tape interface is well suited to operation in a hostile environment and that the
transverse format and slow tape speed permit fast stop/start operation in computer-
based applications. DCRSi is able to record at a rate of 107 Mbps for 1 hr, giving a
capacity of approximately 385 Gbits/cassette

The availability of a range of VHS transports on an OEM basis has encouraged a
number of manufacturers to adapt such transports for both data recording and archival
applications. Of the systems now on the market, the Metrum VLDS is probably
representative of the performance currently achievable. This model offers a baseline
data rate of 32 Mbps and a capacity of 86.4 Gbits/cassette. Unlike DCRSi, the scanner
rotates at a slight angle to the edge of the tape, describing relatively long helixes
across the tape. While it is possible to stop and start the tape under computer control,
this process takes several seconds to perform.

When Sony introduced their 4:2:2 or D-1 format to the broadcast industry several
years ago, this created considerable interest in the data recording world since it
appeared to represent a significant advance in both data rate and capacity per cassette.
Several manufacturers were awarded contracts to develop the D-1 technology for data
recording applications and first deliveries are now being made. The situation has been
complicated by the emergence of two competing standards (MIL-STD-2179 and
ANSI X3.175-1990), the relative merits of which need not concern us here. The 19
mm D-1 cassette is available in three sizes, small, medium and large. Taking the Sony
DIR-1000 product as typical, the maximum data rate is 256 Mbps and the capacity is
100, 330 or 770 Gbits/cassette, depending upon the size. These products are generally
aimed at military, or quasi-military applications and as such are relatively expensive
and possibly beyond the reach of many general purpose data capture and storage
applications.

MICRO-TRACK RECORDING

It is a popularly held view that the only method of achieving an increase in areal
packing density, or capacity per medium is to move from conventional longitudinal
recording to some form of rotary technology. Indeed, the supporters of D-1 technology
generally use as ‘evidence’ a comparison of the areal density of a 28-track IRIG
system with that proposed for D-1. The standard track width for the 28-track format is
25 mil while the inter-track guard-band is of the order of 10 mil. These values were
themselves the result of an up-grade in the facilities of the IRIG recorder from 14 to
28 tracks in the mid 1970s when the applications they were primarily intended to
support were analog. The track width of the standard 14-track wideband recorder is 50
mil. Such dimensions took account of the need to provide a good signal/noise ratio



(say, 50 dB) and crosstalk performance given the types of tape and quality of tape
guidance mechanisms available at the time. The ability to support a wide range of tape
speeds without adjustment had also to be considered. Clearly, in the context of a
digital-only recording environment, and given the superior tape formulations available
today, the IRIG format represents a somewhat inefficient use of the medium. First,
only about 70% of the tape is actually used for recording and second, the recording
tracks are about twenty times wider than they need be to support a digital waveform.
A recognition of these facts, taken with other important factors, suggests that the
comparison between IRIG and rotary technologies as generally portrayed may not be
strictly valid. Indeed, there are applications, notably Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI), where important advances in the micro-track approach have
been made and successfully deployed.

In late 1989, Penny & Giles Data Systems Ltd were awarded a contract by the
Netherlands Foundation for Radio Astronomy, on behalf of the European VLBI
Network (EVN) to study the problems of the recording and reproduction of high rate
digital data using very narrow multi-track headstacks. The fifteen month project was
to include:

* an analysis of the problems of tape guidance in the context of very narrow
track recording.

* the development of a suitable 36-track headstack assembly.

* the development of an advanced track-following servo system.

* the delivery of a demonstration systems to the VLBI Correlator facility at the
Max Plank Institute for Radio Astronomy in Bonn, Germany.

This project was completed successfully with the installation of the demonstration
system taking place on time in April 1991.

The salient characteristics of this particular system are:

* 36 tracks within a single headstack (1 inch tape).

* Track width - 1.5 mil.

* Track pitch - 27.5 mil.



* Dynamic track following, using the voltage of the reproduced waveform for
control.

* In-track data rate - 4.5 Mbps at 135 ips.

* Tape transport - standard (unmodified) Penny & Giles open-reel Model
MDR.

* Number of recording passes - between 12 and 16.

The VLBI study was a particularly interesting starting point for research into very
narrow track recording, particularly as we were aware that this technique had been
viewed with scepticism in certain quarters and a few words of explanation may be
helpful at this point.

One of the fundamental difficulties of increasing the number of tracks within a 1-inch
headstack, and thus the number of tracks on tape, is the problem of the physical space
occupied by individual coils, inter-track shields etc. Without going to some form of
thin-film technology, for example, the practical physical density is in the region of 40
to 50 tracks per inch. As explained earlier, this represents a very inefficient utilisation
of the capabilities of modern media. The VLBI format recognises these physical
limitations but nevertheless reduces the track width to 1.5 mil at the head-to-tape
interface. At first sight, this would appear to represent an even less efficient approach,
since the 36 tracks are now registering with only about 5.4% of the available medium.
This would be true if recording only took place as one pass of the tape. In practice, at
the end of the first pass, the headstack is incremented laterally to a new position and
recording continues in the reverse direction. This process is repeated until the required
number of passes has been completed.

Ignoring guard-bands, it is theoretically possible to make up to 18 passes before the
tape is totally full. In practice, the VLBI format calls for 12 passes at present with
expansion to 16 in due course. Of course, many applications would be unable to
tolerate the discontinuities during the direction reversal at each end of the tape but this
is not so for VLBI. While the tracks-per-inch figure is still lower than those of some
rotary systems, the wider track width, superior signal/noise and simplified error
detection/correction strategies which are possible with a parallel recording system
mean that user data densities are comparable. Several other interesting facts were
noted during the project. First, given a transport with the tape guidance properties of
the Penny & Giles MDR, it is possible to record and reproduce 1.5 mil tracks
satisfactorily without using the dynamic track following system at all, uncorrected
error rates of 1 in 10  being typical. Second, pre-recorded tapes exhibiting7



considerable track ‘wandering’ could be reproduced to a similar fidelity using the
track-following system, allowing the problems of tape interchange to be successfully
addressed.

The capacity per 15 inch reel, using 16 passes of 36 tracks each gives a capacity per
reel of over 2.4 Terabits. Where storage or shipping considerations are important, the
capacity of the VLBI approach compared with other technologies is of interest:

Technology Capacity Volume Efficiency
(Gbits) (in ) (Gbits/in )3 3

VHS 86 30 2.9

2179 770 151 5.0

VLBI 2,488 177 12.5

So it can be seen that the VLBI approach compares very favorably with rotary
technology in terms of capacity per unit of medium and capacity per unit volume and
has been demonstrated to perform satisfactorily. Clearly, it has the limitations of being
based on a 15 inch open reel and requires the acceptance of periodic breaks in the data
flow. Nevertheless, the technology offers a very useful starting point for an attractive
alternative to rotary recording.

A NEW DEVELOPMENT EMPLOYING MICRO-TRACK TECHNOLOGY

In parallel with the VLBI contract just described, Penny & Giles Data Systems
conducted a study into the future needs of the large-scale data capture and storage
market, with particular reference to the relevance of micro-track recording in this area.
The results of this study were very clear. The general data recording market:

* Wants a cassette-based solution as soon as possible.

* Wants an improved capacity per medium.

* In a majority of cases needs data rates not exceeding 105 Mbps.

* Had expected to be satisfied by 2179 but is now concerned about the
technical risk and complexity.



* Is concerned about the apparent high cost of rotary technology.

* Wants to finally bridge the gap between data recorders and true computer
peripherals with one product which can operate in both environments.

It is also recognised that there is an important and growing market for a very large
(1 TeraByte-plus), but cost-effective Mass Tape Storage system which appears to
share many of the attributes of the proposed data recording product.

Once the requirements of these markets was overlaid on our knowledge of the benefits
micro-track recording compared with the competing technologies the specification of
a new family of products could be developed.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It was decided that, while the requirements of the data capture market and those of the
emerging very large scale mass tape storage application were essentially similar, and
indeed converging, it was necessary to specify two versions of the new product aimed
at the specific needs of each. The product aimed at the conventional data capture
market is designated Model 1085.

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL 1085

Model 1085 is designed as a cost-effective and convenient replacement for the
traditional HDDR systems.

Medium: D-1 (L). D-2 (L) optional.

Input Data Rate: 0 to 110 Mbit/sec (continuous).
0 to 128 Mbit/sec (burst)

Output Data Rate: 0 to 110 Mbit/sec (continuous).
0 to 128 Mbit/sec (burst).

Minimum Duration: 1 hr at maximum data rate.

Recording Format: Parallel micro-track.

Data Input/Output: Continuous or Burst data.

Input Format: 8, 16, or 32-bit parallel. Serial Input optional.



Record/Reproduce: Forward and Reverse. Down-stream monitoring
standard.

Bit Error Rate: 1 in 10 .9

Head Life: 8,000 hr. minimum.

Cassette Loading: Manual or Robotic (optional).

Remote Control: RS-232 and IEEE-488. Other interfaces optional.

Price Target: Less than 30% of competing products.

Availability: Mid- 1992.

Data is input to and output from the system via a buffer whose capacity is sufficient to
support fast stop/start write and read operations at any input/output rate in the rated
range. Write and read operations are performed incrementally, with a fixed linear tape
speed regardless of input/output data rate, the period during which the tape is
stationary being the variable which takes account of the actual data rate. This greatly
simplifies the data electronics, substantially reduces cost and virtually eliminates
system adjustments. Data is written to the system under the control of the input data
clock and retrieved by an appropriate read clock. Data is recorded in blocks, each
having a unique address which greatly enhances the scope for search and control
strategies. At the end of each pass of the tape, the headstacks are incremented laterally
during a convenient inter-block gap, thereby eliminating the possibility of any
discontinuity in the write or read process. An internal time code generator can be set
under remote control or slaved to a conventional station time code system. All the
features normally found in an HDDR system are preserved, but in a convenient
cassette-based product.

MICRO-TRACK RECORDING IN TAPE MASS STORAGE APPLICATIONS

The parallel micro-track recording approach as described here overcomes one of the
fundamental difficulties of rotary recording when considering the requirements for a
true computer peripheral, namely the ability to respond efficiently to fast, structured
file transfers without complex and time-consuming tape motion routines. The fast
stop/start capabilities and blocked data format employed lend themselves readily to
these requirements. A development of the Model 1085 system is now underway which
addresses the small number of additional features which would be necessary to permit 



operation as a genuine computer peripheral capable of integration into the tape mass
storage environment.

Specifically, these enhancements involve the up-rating of error rate to better than 1 in
10 , the modification of input/output to a choice of standard data/control interfaces13

(SCSI-2, IPI etc.) and provision of the file management and directory facilities
associated with a sequential storage device. The target minimum capacity per medium
is 50 GBytes at sustained transfer rates as high as 12.5 GBytes/sec. When used as the
basis of a robotic tape library system it is possible to project 1 TeraByte-plus
computer-accessible storage systems with form factors and costs significantly superior
to any competing technology available today.

CONCLUSION

It is clear that the user community has an urgent need for a cassette-based recording
system which addresses the questions of high data rate, high capacity data capture
plus convenient integration into the computer environment, but is at the same time low
in technical risk, complexity and cost of ownership. Attempts have been made to
address these issues with systems based on adaptations of rotary video technologies
but to date, and notwithstanding the best efforts of those involved, significant
operational and economic problems remain.

Micro-track recording, using available and standardised media such as D-1 and D-2
cassettes represents a major break-through in this respect. It is now possible to offer a
practical alternative to rotary recording which is ideally suited to the needs of high
rate data capture applications while at the same time provides an extremely cost-
effective platform for very large-scale computer-accessible data storage. Low cost
products, based on micro-track technology are available now and these are confidently
predicted to play an important role in a great many data capture and archival
applications.


